It Doesn’t Kill to Ask

Thirteen kids die from guns every day. But there is a way you can protect your child. Ask your family and friends if there’s an unlocked gun in the house. It can save a life and it doesn’t kill to ask.

How to Start Asking

Say my doctor asked me to
Try saying: “Hey, our pediatrician mentioned that guns are the leading cause of death for kids now and urged us to ask friends if there are any unlocked guns in the house.”

Say a friend asked you
“Hey, the other day Jenny’s friend asked if we had any unlocked guns in the house. We don’t but it’s pretty smart to ask. What about you? Are there any unlocked guns here?”

Say it’s on my list
When dropping off your kids, have a list of safety questions and leave guns for last: “Hey, just wanted to ask a few safety questions: Any pets? Have a pool? What are your screen-time rules? Are there any unlocked guns in the house?”

Ask on social
Ask social media groups and get them talking: “Hey, has anyone been asked about unlocked guns lately? I was wondering because we were just asked and it’s a pretty smart question – thoughts?”

Say you saw it on TV
“Hey, I just saw them talking about unlocked guns on one of the morning shows, on a parenting segment. Apparently it’s the new ‘safety’ question. We have a gun but it’s locked up out of sight. Do you have any?”

What If They Say ‘Yes’?

Make it a deal-breaker
Your child’s safety is more important than avoiding an awkward conversation. You can say: “I’m sorry, but John won’t be able to visit unless your guns are locked up the whole time he’s there. They’re good kids, but they’re curious and might explore things they shouldn’t, and I don’t want any accidents or injuries to happen. We’d love to invite you to our home instead.”

Adapted by NorthShore – Edward-Elmhurst Health from Hospitals United
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